Push pull tone pot wiring diagram

Our Lead Times are slightly extended. Please give us extra time to complete your order. Thank
you for your understanding. A Push-Pull Pot can add a ton of versatility to your guitar! You can
use them to reverse the phase, split a Humbucker, or trick your guitar out in a fresh way. They
can be a little tricky to wrap your head around, but once you get the basics, they are easy to
understand. Even though they look combined, they are actually separate. As described in our
previous article, the Pot is a variable resistor. It has a resistance strip and a sweeper to choose
the resistance. Lug 1 is the start of the resistance strip, and Lug 3 is the end. Lug 2, or the
middle lug, is the sweeper. The other part of the Push-Pull pot is the Switch. The DPDT switch
has two sides. See below for an illustration of the Commons:. Check it out:. Coil Splitting is just
one of the many things you can do with a push-pull pot and is a great place to start our
understanding of them. For illustration, we drew this out for you below. We used both sides of
the switch to illustrate two points:. Coil Splitting can sound great on higher output humbuckers,
like our Modern P. But what if you have a low-output humbucker, like our Pure P. Fear not.
When you pull up on the push-pull pot, B connects to A, and your Slug Coil will be sent to
ground, only this time, it goes through a resistor. This prevents the whole signal from being
grounded by putting a partial short across the coil, instead of a full short. Phase Reversing is a
neat little trick when you want to reverse the coil direction of your pickup. To do this, you need
2-Conductor Wire. Remember to ground the Shield Bare. When pulled up, The phase reverses!
This mod is pretty cool! With this mod, you can use two different tone caps with one push-pull
pot. When pushed down, you can have to say, a. Country, Blues, and Rock guitarists love this
as it keeps their crisp highs when they roll down the volume. Pulling up on your Push Pull Pot
sends your signal through the Volume Kit â€” your guitar keeps its shimmer! This will remove
the Volume Kit when you pull up. The Bright Switch has more parts involved, thus it is a bit
more complicated. When your Push-Pull pot is down, all the wiring is the same as a Strat or a
Tele. When the switch is up, the ground lifts off of the tone pot and the volume pot. This allows
your signal to connect directly to the output jack, with no Load. Note: Pickups and other
electronics get grounded to the back of the volume pot, just like normal. Changing your
humbuckers from Series to Parallel works well for some humbuckers, especially some higher
output humbuckers. Please note that the color codes are for Fralin Humbuckers only. Red
connects to green Green when the switch is down. By pulling up on the switch, Red is now
connected to White, and Green is now connected to Black. So, when grounding wire, you can
run it to the metal housing that houses the DPDT switch, or the side of the Pot itself. A neat little
trick is to ground wire on the bottom tab at the very bottom of the Switch. CTS made these
contact points easier to reach so that you can fit this pot in more guitars. Instead of running
your jumper wires to small lugs, you can run them to full-size holes. The order is a little
different, but all the concepts are the same. I hope that this article has been helpful and
informative. We have Push-Pull pots available on our website here. Now, grab some and get to
modding! I purchased the volume kit and wired it like the diagram. The volume never turns off.
However, when I remove wires going to the lugs the volume works. Is it a bad pot or do I need to
ground something different. Is Lug 3 grounded? I find the split signal is still thin, and while
closing the tone works, I still want to have less higher ends to make the coil-split signal sound
thicker. Hello Tyler- Thanks God i found this place- I am from Argentina- i have a bass with one
custom made humbucker with assymetric coils four wires and a bare for ground and i wanted to
use the typical series-parallel switching but the sounds i get with the parallel mode are totally
useless due to the assymetric coil design- i get a hollow sound that is totally unusable- just
experimenting a bit i cut one of the cables and tried to see if it sounded good in single coil
mode and i discovered it sounds killer like that- so my question is: is it possible to make a
switching system with two push pulls, one being tone and the other volume, and have the
humbucker as : humbucking series, north coil, south coil? I have a DIY Jazzmaster. I love it but I
put a neck pickup in the Bridge position because I like the way it sounds. As a result I have two
North oriented pickups with no noise cancellation in the middle switch position. Can I reverse
the polarity of Jazzmaster pickups by the wires black for white and white for black and 2. Your
push pull pot for polarity switching shows it for the tone control. Can I add a cap to that diagram
to make it more functional as a tone control or can this diagram also be used for a volume
control? Thanks in advance! I have a Guild S Are Log potmeters preferred above linear? Thanks
a lot. On the coil splitting example, the four-wire picture only shows three wire. Also, the
diagram does not show the input and output connections. You got to redesign that circuit to
also shortcut hot to jack, therefore bypassing the variable resistor of the Vol pot The correct
wiring is connecting switch PU hot to B, Lug3 of Vol pot to C, Jack to A. This way, PU hot can
be routed directly to the jack without going through the Vol nor the Tone pots no variable
resistor, no more sending hot to ground, no more tone CAP. Hi Tyler, I would just like to know
how to split a Humbucker using a push pull pot, but the other way around: when pushed down,

it stays single, and when pulled up it works like normal. Thanks in advance!!! This will ground
the second coil when down, and release the ground when pulled up. Any ideas on what I should
check for, or would you have a wiring diagram for that setup that I could reference? Thanks in
advance. OK i have an interesting question here. I just bought an old Peavey Wolfgang guitar.
One 3-way selector with one volume and one tone control. Got a steal on it because somebody
had cut a hole in the middle for a middle single coil pickup. Guitar did not come with a single
coil in it but I would like to put one in it. Any help or advice would be greatly appreciated and
loved the article. Check this mod here: Two Tone Cap Mod. And who knows, maybe phase
switching too? If all those are possible, is it important which pots perform which functions? We
recommend 7K for the resistor, and take a look at our diagram here. Great article! I have a guitar
with HSS configuration, 1 volume pot and 1 tone pot!! And if I wire the treble bleed mod on the
common always connected volume pot work for everything?? Cheers from Argentina! I came up
with this arrangement based off of the info I learned from this article! I have 3 hotrail pickups
which all have 4 conductor wirings and a bare grounds. Any idea or wiring I could follow?
Please help! Can I phase it with the piezo? I also read somewhere about the ability to phase-in,
in the event one of the pickups is off signal. By the way, the color code is for Seymour Duncan
pickups, and the piezo is considered to be passive, however, if yours is active, just connect the
cables as the product instructions show, but connecting positive and negative cables as my
diagram shows. Hi, really useful and well written article thank you! Need a bit of advice please! I
just received, came as unused spares with a second hand guitar, a strange 5 pot wiring
harness. The signal cable coming from the pickup selector to the push-pull pot and the one
going from there to the output jack are both soldered to the Lug 1 of the push-pull pot. Nothing
else soldered there except the ground. This and another mod I saw on the web gave me an idea
that you guys might like. So, to get it work right I must change the pot and eventually use a
separate switch? Where does this pot connect into the signal chain? Which lug is its input from
the 5 way? Or Vol pot? I would assume that the bridge pickup lead goes to the the common, and
in the down position, the signal routes to the 5 way switch like normal. But, in the up position,
does the lead go directly to the single volume control? Or, instead of my assumptions, can you
explain how to accomplish this? I have a guitar with a 3 way toggle switch and a volume pot. As
it turns out, you would need 2 push-pull pots to perform this operation. Id like to say that a little
over a year ago I didnt know the first thing about guitar electronics or even soldering at all for
that matter , but I took to learning about it for improving some of my instruments, especially
ones that I was considering selling because I didnt like so much anymore. They are now at least
interesting and worth keeping around. I can always re-modify them as I see fit later. This article
was useful to help me learn about push-pull potentiometers. By far the most useful part is of
course the beginning where one learns the basics about how the push or pull positions
correspond to lug connections, and the rest of the article are just examples of possibilities that
illustrate the original concept. I didnt use push-pull potentiometers on all the instruments I
modified 2 guitars and 1 bass , but given the option I dont see the point of using a regular
potentiometer anymore ever if I can use a push-pull to easily add versatility to an instrument.
Once you know the fundamentals about the electronic parts available for your instrument then
coming up with a circuit that brings to life the ideas in your head is not so hard. Designing the
circuit always became the most fun part of the project actually. I especially want to share a
specific example to provide maybe some inspiration to anyone looking to modify their
instruments. And I still had a whole extra potentiometer to work with that I devoted to reverse
the phase of the M pickup which is the pickup involved in practically all combinations. The
phase shift functions on both the series and parallel connections. On a side note, Im using a
22nF capacitor for tone, and no treble bleed. Well thats about it. The guitar is a whole lot more
versatile and fun now. I was never considering selling that one but as it turns out it became my
favorite now. Its not very difficult at all, so be creative with your wiring as well as with your
music. If you have any instrument you are considering getting rid of, hey go ahead and make it
a project, it may become your favorite!! And for a fraction of the cost of buying whichever new
one you had in mind. You can perform this mod if each pickup has its dedicated mod. How can I
wire my push-pull pot to act as a toggle switch? I have a strat with two HBs, 3 way blade switch,
1 vol, 2 tone. Thanks for your question. I would recommend taking to the Bass forums where
you might have a little better luck finding this answer. Good luck! I have a question about the 2
capacitor tone knob. In your schematic you have the output of the volume pot going to the
middle lug of the tone pot with nothing else connected to the either 2 lugs. Maybe im wrong!
Assuming it would work,I would probably also want a knob with a grub screw to ensure it stays
on. I would go for more of a normal spring-loaded momentary switch, like the one here:
Momentary Switch. Reverse Phase, B. Bright Switch and C. Is this possible? If so, how would
the circuit work? Any advice on how to make this work would be greatly appreciated. Thanks

either way! Hi Tyler, sorry to bother you. I was going for a standard strat configuration with a
5-way switch but I would also like to be able to split the P-Rail and isolate the single coil and the
P, as well as being able to split the hot-rail bridge pickup. I thought I could use the volume pot
to split the P-rail and isolate the P for example, then I could split the rail using the second tone
pot for a single coil, would I then be able to use the first tone pot to split the P-Rail and isolate
the single-coil? If this is total rubbish just ignore me! Thanks for this great question. You can do
one of the following:. Keep the P90 and the Split Bridge 2. Keep the Single coil bar neck and the
Split Bridge. Connecting the Red Green to ground leaves you with a single coil left, say, the P90
in this instance. To do one of the aforementioned mods, you just need 2 Push Pull Pots if you
want independent switching of the split, or 1 Push Pull Pot if you want a master split control. Hi
Tyler, thanks for getting back to me. I understand what you mean thanks so much for explaining
this helps a lot! I want to add a Razor single coil in the middle and use a push pull pot to split
the Stag Mag and activate the single coil when in the up position and the 3- way toggle is in the
bridge position. Do not want to split the mini humbucker. Can you help me? The push pull can
be either the volume or the tone which ever is easier. Sure, Robert. Pulling up will give you a
coil split. See the diagram, which is illustrated above. Thanks Tyler, but how do I activate the
single coil with the push pull? Does this make sense? Thanks Robert. Follow the diagram
above. So I cant seem to rap my mind around what is the true significance of the lugs on a pot?
For Instance, when using 1 cap. Also how is it that the 1 lug of the vol. Would there be a certain
way to wire two master tone controls with two different cap. Maybe Im over complicating it all
but it seams to be the one problem I cant find an answer to cause it doesnt seem as if anyone
else has brought this particular thing up in any forums Ive been reading. Anyway any help I can
get on this would be greatly appreciated! I have two tone pots on tele I am building. One pot is
CTS push pull. I assume I would use this pot on the tone. The other pot is a normal pot. Both
pots are If you wanted independent switching control, you need two Push Pull Pots, one to split
the Neck pickup, and one to split the Bridge pickup. I would like to have the capability of
switching the neck humbucker out of phase possibly with a push pull style pot. I would like then
when pickup selector is in the middle position, I can blend the two volumes of each humbucker
in any ratio I want. I only want the blending function to work when the knob is pulled up. Do you
think this is achievable? Look early next year for the pot. If you have 3-Conductor Lead, yes.
You can use the diagrams listed on this page. I need help please! Any wiring suggestions? I
definitely want to coil split the humbucker, and I like the idea of the Bright Switch. Thanks for
writing us. Anyway, I have a k push-pull pot that is wired up to be a volume pot, with treble
bleed, both up or down, but when you pull it up, it also does a very nice bass cut. Thanks, Tim
Coulter. Thank You for this article! I figured out how the caps go but had no idea how to
connect it to the pot lugs etc. So even when the bright switch is on, turning the vol pot will still
lower the volume. It does bypass the tone pot, however, so there might still be a small volume
or treble boost. Would I just remove the appropriate black jumper ground wire A or D to achieve
this? However, you can identify which lead off of the bridge pickup is going to the push pull pot.
All you would need to do is remove the ground connection to that lead. I recommend studying
the diagram above on how coil tapping works, and relate it to your specific situation. There
should be a lead that gets connected to ground when you pull up â€” you can remove that to
keep the bridge pickup a Humbucker. On another note, you can coil tap two pickups with 1 side
of the switch, or with both sides of the switch. I recently purchases a PRS S2 24 which has coil
tapping with the tone knob. When I pull up on the knob I am experiencing a crackling sound. Is
this something that needs to be cleaned or possibly the result of a bigger problem? Good
question. This can be easily remedied with some contact cleaner available at your local
electronic supply store. That might solve your problem. This is what I was able to work up â€”
Diagram Here. Tone Pot would be Bridge, and Volume would be Neck. Is a push pull pot setup
the same as a push push pot? And if so, can the wiring be reversed so that the pickups are split
in the down position? It depends on the manufacturer. If you have a DPDT pot, with the 6
terminals on the back, it should be wired the same. However, study how your pot works and use
our A-F wiring labels to achieve the same results. Hi, great diagrams! I have an SG and have
bought the jimmy page setup and want to alter it. When you pull up, all three grounds would be
removed. Fantastic article! I have a toggle switch for 3 pickups. With the toggle switch in the
other positions everything is fine. Can you help me please? A simple way to accomplish this is
to actually run the Middle Pickup hot wire to the DPDT Switch before sending it to the toggle
switch. Hey Tyler! Thank you. Sorry, but I have a few questions. So I run the hot from Middle
pickup to the the lug B diagram above. From the same B I run another wire to the toggle switch
lug, right? And what I solder to lug A to output the signal of the Middle pickup? I can send you a
pic from the toggle switch diagram if you want. Thanks for the help! What I connect to lug A?
Let me send you the toggle switch schematics to can visualize better the problem. The neck

position. Jonny, This is a little confusing to read. Can you email me a diagram of what you have
going on? Can u email me directly? Hey Ty. Hope is well. Using a push Pull vol. Neck has.
Because this is my first attempt to wire in a push pull. On the left side I have the top post go to
the 5 way switch, the red and white get tied and to second post and then bottom post to ground
of the pick up? Hi, Thanks for the fantastic article dude. But I still a bit confused. Can you help.
Sure I can take a stab at it. Honestly the best way to split both humbuckers is to add a simple
Push Pull Pot. The simplest way to split them is this:. Note: You can use both sides of the
switch for more room. Note 2: This will split both humbuckers at once. I have a 2- humbucker,
single volume, single tone, toggle setup. Basically so the neck pickup can be turned down
independently and the toggle acts as a kill switch.. You can wire the Neck and the Bridge both
into that, and have independent volume control over both pickups. You can also do the same
with the Tone controls, or, you can use our mod here for two tone caps: Click Here. Actually, the
concentric pot is a easy solution except i want to keep this guitar visually original.. Again, thank
you! Oh MAN. Boy am I excited to get working on this thing now! If I did that,would I still be able
to run any of your tips or would I have burned out my options by doing that? I see no grounding
of the cap. Kind regards Lennart. Thanks for catching this! The diagram is indeed correct. I was
planning on swapping out the bridge pickup to a Seymour Duncan Hot Rails mini humbucker,
and replace the bridge tone pot with a k push pull pot to split the mini humbucker. Is the above
configuration possible if I want to retain the current configurations from the S1 wiring as well?
The S1 switch is on the volume pot by default. Hoping you can shed some light on how this can
be achieved. I enjoy your articles. Will a treble bleed cap function on a push pull volume pot like
it does on a normal pot? Yes it does, with a slight difference. Just to thank you and congratulate
you, because this article is great as well as many others on your website! I want to make mod to
neck 4 wire humbuker with push-pull pot so that I have the single coil on when pushed down,
and humbucker when pulled up. Please instruct me of : 1. I do no find complete diagram of this
mod on your illustrations. Or do I miss something? On a 4-conductor humbucker lead, the outer
wires of both the coils need to be tied together. For example, our Red and Green are the ends of
both the coils. Tied together, they put the humbucker in series. The only difference between our
humbucker diagram and the one you need is the location of the ground. That sends the slug coil
to ground when pushed down. Thak you for your reply. I made a mistake in my first message.
However where do I connect hot wire from neck PU and south start wire and ground wire? How
can I make the bright switch without the tone pot, cause I do not use tone in my circuit. By the
way, congratulations for this guide! Thanks a lot man! I did yesterday directly, without any pots,
basically pickup, a 3 switch toggle directly to jack, just to listen how it sounds, and uow, it
sounds amazing! Thank you very much! Cool article. I have a Les Paul with one 4-conductor
humbucker and one 2-conductor humbucker. Which pot should this be? Also, can I also do a
coil tap or a coil split or anything else cool with the other pot connected to the 4-conductor HB?
What are my opportunities here, besides the phase switch? But if you have a humbucker that
has the shield separated from the coil, then you can flip the phase if it and reverse the coil
direction. That being said, you can certainly coil-tap the 4-Conductor Wire Humbucker by tying
the two outside wires Red and Green in our case together and sending those to ground. Thanks
for the quick answer! Guess my only option here is to flip the polarity on the 4-conductor with a
push pull pot, and leave the rest as it is? Or can I coiltap the 4-conductor as well as invert its
phase with push pull pots both in volume and tone for this humbucker? The Phase reverse
would only need the White and Black wires inside coil wires to perform this mod. Basically,
decide which pot you would like to perform each function volume pot push pull for phase
reverse, tone push pull for coil tap , then use the White and Black wires for the Phase reverse,
and the Red and Green wires for the coil tap. Please help me get independent volume control for
the split coils!!! There could be multiple things wrong with this, but my gut is telling me that you
have the volume pots wired wrong. I would take this to a local luthier for assistance. Well, I
discovered that I had wired the volumes to be dependent on each other so I swapped the output
wire from lug 1 to lug 2 on the pots and baddabing! Works perfectly as it should! This is a little
strange â€” was any work performed on your volume pots? Those should be K. I would take it
back to the luthier and see what he did. I modded a Les Paul by adding push-pull pots on each
of the tones to split the humbuckers. However, when I got the guitar back, it sounded like a
blanket was thrown over it, especially on the neck pickup. That way, You have a single coil
when your push pull is pushed all the way down, and when you pull up, you have a full
humbucker as it lifts the ground. The examples are great and your explanations are huge help.
This illustrates that you can coil split two humbuckers with one switch. Sure you can. This mod
will work for all instruments. You might not tell as much of a difference, although you might tell
a lot! Your email address will not be published. Previous Next. Push-Pull Pot Power! Tone-Talk,
Ep. I have a 3-way switch where the 2 pickups hot go, no spliiting of coils and one tone. Thank

you for the page. Hey Davis, Is Lug 3 grounded? How can this work with red and green
together? Thank you so much Alberto Garcia Venezuela. Thanks for all this info! Hey David, 1. I
think so! I would double-check. You might need Alpha pots as they take up less room. Hey Sina,
We recommend 7K for the resistor, and take a look at our diagram here. Much appreciated! Hi,
Great article! Very well written and explained! Is it possibile to invert, for example, lug 1 with lug
3 to have the correct behavior? Hope you can help me. Maybe someone can chime in? Thank
you for the answer Tyler, So, to get it work right I must change the pot and eventually use a
separate switch? Thanks so much. For years scared of any wiring, but now getting to grips. Hey
Byron, As it turns out, you would need 2 push-pull pots to perform this operation. Thanks again
for the tutorial! Hey Charles, You can perform this mod if each pickup has its dedicated mod. Hi,
great article! Hey Todd, This mod is performed with a Tone Pot. Thanks for any insight you
could throw my way. If you find something, let us know! Hey Paul, Thanks for your question.
Greatly appreciate the information! Hey Jodie, Thanks for this great question. You can do one of
the following: 1. Hope this helps! Thanks, Robert Templeton. Any news on this Push Pull
Blender? That sounds fantastic! Hey Brad, If you have 3-Conductor Lead, yes. Longtime lover of
Fralin pickups and customer service here!! Jason, Thanks for writing us. Thank You Gavin.
Michael, Good question. Awesome explanation. Hope that helps! Spot on!! So many thanks for
the help and super fast response! Alfred, Thanks for your question. I hope this helps! Thank you
Tyler! I will give this a try and let you know how it goes. Thank you very much in advance! I
hope that helps! Can you help Thanks Adam. Hey Adam, Sure I can take a stab at it. The
simplest way to split them is this: 1. You can also do the same with the Tone controls, or, you
can use our mod here for two tone caps: Click Here I hope that helps! Hi Tyler Thank you so
much for your fast reply and action! Hey Lennart, Thanks for catching this! Hi Tyler, Cool
article! Definitely helpful! Hey Ricky, Yes it does, with a slight difference. Yes, that is how most
pots are wired. Can you send me complete diagram for this? Thank you in advance Best
regards Zarko. So, if I use a push pull volume pot without tone pot, is it possible? Thanks a lot!
Chris, There could be multiple things wrong with this, but my gut is telling me that you have the
volume pots wired wrong. I figured something was going on thereâ€¦glad you got it worked out!
Happy jamming! Mike, This is a little strange â€” was any work performed on your volume pots?
Any ideas? Carey, Thanks for your question. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will
not be published. Here is our guide to wiring CTS push pull pots. Adding a push pull pot to your
guitar opens up a new world of potential switching options and in this guide we cover some
basic wiring mods you can try out and some easy to read diagrams specifically covering CTS
push pull pots. CTS push pull pots are slightly different to your typical push pull pot. Whilst
being identical electronically, the DPDT solder points are in the format of a printed circuit board
on the side, rather than on top as with a classic push pull pot. This layout confuses many at
first, but they are actually very simple to use and a superior conponent. Push pull pots are
essentially DPDT double pole double throw switches. When the push pull is in the down
position, terminals 2 and 4 are also connected. When the switch is in the up position, terminals
1 and 3 are active. This gives many options with guitar wiring! To keep things simple and in the
common interest, where applicable, the diagrams use Gibson humbucker 4 conductor wire
colour codes. Coil splitting is an extremely common mod which effectively shunts one coil to
ground when the push pull pot is in the up position. You can read a lot more on coil splitting
and how it works by reading our guide here. Your pickups need to be 4 conductor hook up wire
and you will need to identify the respective start and finish wires of each coil. This mod allows
you switch your humbucker from series to parallel and works really well with higher output
humbuckers. Pickups that are wired in series will have a higher output as well as a fuller tone,
on the other hand pickups wired in parallel will have a brighter sound but less output, giving
you the best of both worlds. You can get some of that "quacky" tone and it really opens up the
potential of your pickup! This setup allows you to use a single control as both a volume control
and a tone control. This is extremely efficient if you only play with one control knob or are
confined for space. The below diagram and video shows you how to use a push pull pot to
select between two different capacitor values whilst playing. For this be effective, it's best to
choose a wide range between the two values These are just a handful of wiring mods you can
do using push pull pots - the possibilities are nearly endless! You can add just one push pull
pot to your guitar or bass to give it an extra dimension, or you can go full throttle and stick 4
push pull pots in a Les Paul not for the faint hearted! Jimmy Page Wiring Diagram. Les Paul
Junior Coil Split. Telecaster Wiring in Series. I wanted that reversed so that means i have to.
Whilst being identical electronically, the dpdt solder points are in the format below you'll find a
range of wiring diagrams covering the most common push pull pot wiring mods for your setup,
including coil splitting. Below are links to wiring diagrams for guitar and bass as well as
diagrams for basic wiring techniques and mods. Coil split les paul wiring six string supplies.

Pickups wiring hsh autosplit and push pull coil split. However, this diagram is a simplified
variant of this arrangement. Help with wiring official prs guitars forum. Cts made these contact
points easier to reach so that you can fit this pot in more guitars. I bought one of 5 way switch
on wd. In this short video i go over how to read and understand cts push pull pots. Pulled is
when i got the coil split. Coil split your porter humbucker porter pickups blog. The bottom poles
in this picture view are enabled when the switch is pulled up. Upper body pushing muscles,
upper body pulling muscles. However, if you permanently wire the humbucker for series or
parallel, you are. This wiring setup was created for players who plug their guitar straight into a
passive volume pedal in here's my drawing of the fender baja tele wiring. Normally at this point,
we'd be finished, but since we want to add coil splitting, there's one more step. Wiring the coils
in parallel will produce a brighter tone with somewhat less volume than series , but will still be
humbucking. The animation below shows how. Again, the humbucker could be permanently
wired in the manner shown in the above diagram. Les paul coil split wiring. Full bridge hb, full
mid hb pos3: Whilst being identical electronically, the dpdt solder points are in the format below
you'll find a range of wiring diagrams covering the most common push pull pot wiring mods for
your setup, including coil splitting. Coil splits require 3 or 4 conductor wiring to set up. It
consists of two transistors in which one is npn and another is pnp. The differences are we've
added a new ground wire link between the. Full bridge hb, full mid hb pos3: 2 pickup guitar
wiring diagrams. The diagram provides visual representation of a electric arrangement. Wiring a
coil split is pretty easy. Please, help with a different coil split wiring from d2pzqzfqz0w13y.
Some may opt to use a switch if they have a. Easy to read wiring diagrams for guitars and
basses with 2 humbucker or 2 single coil pickups. It makes the process of building circuit
simpler. You just need to know the color codes to the brand of humbucker that you use, and a
switch. When you pull the switch, the red and white wires get connected to the ground, the
south coil is shorted out, and the north coil produces the sound. By adtrosper February 17,
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w wiring possibilities by adding the switch, but you don't have to drill a hole or rout new space
in the wiring cavity. This setup kicks in the single-coil sound any time you pull the knob on the
push-pull pot, giving you more tonal flexibility than a standard Les Paul. Time to get the Led
out! The blue lines are original Les Paul wiring; the red is the only part that changes to create
this switchable coil tap. The push-pull pot has replaced the standard tone pot. You'll find a
printable version in our Free Info at stewmac. One push-pull pot for both volume and tone In the
normal position this is a volume pot. The easy way to get your feet wet: start with our pickup
kits. This setup does that and more: you can also use all three pickups at once! The more the
merrier, right? Actually, lots more. We Ship Worldwide! Issue April 29, Related Items. Our
mobile site is new, Give Feedback X. Mobile Feedback. Please leave your feedback below Your
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